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Conor, the Lord of the Champions, and a Desperate Mission…
Conor, the brave young lad from earth, awakens to a summons from
the creators themselves. The Lady of the Light appears before him,
requesting his service for a perilous journey. Conor must accompany the
Lord of the Crossworlds Champions, Maya, on a mission to repair the
corridors, with all of creation hanging in the balance…
Conor ﬁnds himself transported to the Glade of Champions, where he
meets Maya, Eha, Ajur, Surmitang, and mighty Therion, all Champions
of the Crossworlds. After learning about his mission, Conor departs with
Maya and faces terrifying surprises at every stop on his spectacular journey…
Peril in the Corridors, the second book in the Conor and the Crossworlds series, sends Conor on a mind-blowing series of
battles against the Circle of Evil’s ﬁnest team of destroyers. In order to give Maya the time he needs, Conor must defeat a
human-dragon mutant, a formless entity, and a shape-shifting master of darkness. Infused with the power of the Crossworlds
Champions, Conor ﬁghts against insurmountable odds at each juncture, only to ﬁnd his most powerful foe waiting for him
at the end of his amazing adventure…
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